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DON’T FORGET TO FILL IN YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP FORM TO AVOID 

JEOPARDISING YOUR COLONY INSURANCE! 

Please send items for inclusion in the April  
Newsletter by 25 March to depeyrecave@gmail.com

Training for New Beekeepers 

The new beekeepers beginners’ course has now started and the theory course is being 
delivered online - all of the speakers are adapting well to this new set-up! The training 
started on Sunday 21st February with a free introductory talk by Tom and continues 
weekly for a further four sessions. Many thanks to all who are involved in this - in 
particular Tom, Brian, Hilary, Rowan, David, Elizabeth, Ian, Percy, Shelagh and Anne-
Chantal. 
We have lots of interest from people starting out on their beekeeping this year; and from 
those who did not manage to get started from the 2020 season. Once again, we need 
help! Please consider whether you could be a mentor or buddy to a new bee-keeper in 
your locality. This could be as someone on the end of a phone to offer advice, through to 
practical assistance, or as a buddy with the new bee-keeper reciprocally helping in your 
apiary (and doing some of the heavy lifting!) If you are able to assist, please contact 
Anne-Chantal on annechantal@btinternet.com 
 

PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS SPRING THERE WILL BE NO APIARY CLEANUP DAY IN ITS USUAL 
FORMAT DUE TO NATIONAL COVID-19 RESTRICTONS. CLEANING OF EQUIPMENT WILL STILL BE 

CARRIED OUT IN A COVID-SAFE MANNER.

mailto:annechantal@btinternet.com
https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
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Swarm List 
If you would like to be on this year’s PDBKA swarm list, to be 
called when the swarm coordinator has the report of a swarm, on 
a first come, first served basis please send an email to Ian Neilson 
– treasurerpetersfieldbees@gmail.com or contact Rowan Roberts 
- rowan.3007@hotmail.com 07531 901767 
These details are also on the PDBKA website. 
You can also opt to appear on the BBKA Swarm Collector map 
based on your postcode. Full details are available here - https://
www.bbka.org.uk/swarm. 
If you would like to be on the BBKA map, please email Ian on the 
address given above, stating clearly that you want your details to 

be published on the map. These will be your name, telephone number(s) and approximate 
location based on your postcode. Unless you say otherwise, the postcode and telephone 
number(s) from your PDBKA registration will be used. If you want a different postcode or 
number(s) to be used, such as work location or daytime contact details, please provide them. 
Your details will remain on the BBKA Swarm Map until you advise otherwise (to Ian), and, as 
this is a separate system from the PDBKA list, you will receive calls directly from those 
searching the map online who think that they have found a swarm of bees. 
	 	 	 	 	 	 Ian Neilson – Treasurer & Membership Secretary

Plans for the Apiary this Season 
Plans are well underway for the Association training Apiary to be open, if possible, in a 
Covid-secure manner this season. It is likely that access will be restricted to small 
groups at set times and in the first instance we will try to accommodate those from the 
new beginners’ course. We hope to accommodate and run sessions that are of interest 
to the more established beekeeper as the season progresses. We are going to need lots 
of help! If you are interested in offering assistance, especially in terms of instructing 
small groups of newbies on a Wednesday or Sunday, please do get in touch. We will be 
asking people to bring their own beesuit to use at the apiary this season in order to 
comply with Covid regulations. This needs to be a beesuit that is only used at the apiary; 
or one that has been freshly laundered before arriving on site. This year’s custodians are 
Rowan Roberts, Chris Clark, Peter Reader, Dean Gregory and Ali Hollingbery. Please 
contact any one of us if you are able to help. 
          Ali Hollingbery

Local Bees for Local Conditions 
The Association would like to encourage the use of local bees which may be well 
adapted to local conditions.  To this end, we would like to hear from any of our members 
who would like to join a group that would develop and make available nucs based on 
local queens of around fifth generation.

These nucs would be sold primarily to new members at slightly less than the commercial 
rate.  Whilst the Association could not guarantee the survival of any colony, an 
experienced beekeeper would check the colony prior to handover to confirm it was 
healthy.

Pease contact Anne annechantal@btinternet.com for more details.

mailto:annechantal@btinternet.com
https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
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Answers to quiz in December Newsletter: 
1, European Hornet  Vespa crabro
2, Honey bee Apis mellifera and common wasp Vespula vulgaris
3, Velucella pellucens  - hoverfly that in larval stage is parasitic on wasp nests
4, European Hornet  Vespa crabro
5, Hornet moth Sesia apiformis - photo taken in Rake, caterpillars live on pussy and goat willow
6, Asian Hornet Vespa velutina - complete with tracker device
7, Hornet hoverfly Velucella zonaria
8, Hoverfly (not sure)
9, Giant woodwasp Urocerus gigas - harmless and huge
10, Asian Hornet Vespa velutina
11, Normal wasp

Mentoring, a mutually beneficial partnership 

Covid-19 is presenting major problems for new beekeepers with the Apiary closed and little 
opportunity for hands-on experience.  If you have hives, and can remember how useful the 
Apiary was for teaching you your beekeeping skills please consider helping one of the twenty 
new members hoping to be beekeepers this year.  It is rewarding experience and the friendship 
developed can come in useful in a crisis. 

When I came into beekeeping it was more by accident than design.   On a sunny March 
afternoon in 1975 when we arrived to take up residence in Brookdean, Winifred Cocke, former 
member & President of PDBKA was sitting on the terrace wall waiting for us.  I was immediately 
whisked off for a tour of the garden, particularly the corner that had been home to her 
honeybees for the thirty years up to 1965.  

Having a bad reaction to bee venom I decided bees were not for me but some twenty five years 
later a chance meeting at a Farmers Market found me offering hive space to Chloë, a new 
PDBKA member.  The day the hive arrived, Chloe broke her leg. A month or two later the 
inevitable occurred and a swarm issued from the untended hive.  Panic on my part but PDBKA 
came to the rescue. Tidda collected the swarm, Morag checked the hive. I observed from a safe 
distance.  I was soon hooked.  

Morag became my ‘mentor’.  In exchange for ‘muscle’ I gained confidence & knowledge. A year 
later I had my own hives.  I continued to help Morag with 'muscle’ in exchange for knowledge.  It 
is said that the more hives you open, the more you learn. 
Eight years on and I was the one with my leg in plaster.  Morag again came to the rescue, 
bringing new PDBKA member James to my apiary as ‘muscle’.  My role reversed, I became a 
mentor the following spring.  

As a mentor I realised there is more to gain than ‘muscle’.  Examining a colony with a novice 
sharpens one's senses.  A fresh pair of eyes is a bonus, especially when reminding one of 
procedures about to be forgotten!. James & I still work together and we are both mentors to new 
beekeepers.  Come and join us in spreading knowledge of beekeeping. 

Contact Anne-Chantal Ballard annechantal@btinternet.com , PDBKA Education Officer if you 
would like to help someone else starting out on the path to a lifelong interest in bees. 
           Pippa Barker

mailto:annechantal@btinternet.com
https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
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Winter in the Phelps’ Apiary 
We keep our bees at the top of our garden in the warmest, sheltered, south-facing part. 
Normally we have just two colonies but with the lockdowns of 2020 we have not passed on our 
artificially swarmed colonies, so we have 3.5 colonies! The half colony was a very small late-in- 
the-year swarm colony of only two seams of bees. 

Looking at the picture, on the left the ‘tower block’ is just the winter storage of some boxes and 
some drawn comb. The boxes are sealed and have a standard winter treatment of acetic acid, all 
topped of with a natty home made roof. 
Next left is ‘Cherry’ hive ( we name them rather than number our hives) a standard National hive 
with the super underneath the brood box. 
Next is the small colony, which is in two nuc boxes (custom 
designed and made) stacked, with a thermal jacket around them. 
The next two hives, Ruby and Hazel, are standard Nationals 
again with the super under the brood box, both with a thermal 
jacket around them. 
All the colonies are doing well but today with the air temperature 
down at -1c they are inside. All are being fed on fondant and 
interestingly the colony without insulation is consuming fondant at 
three times the rate of the other two insulated colonies despite all three starting the winter with a 
full super of honey. 

Just for added information I have attached a picture of the stacked 
nuc box set up with the insulation jacket on. Also, if anyone spots 
the different roof on the tall stack of boxes I have attached a picture 
of that custom roof as well. 
It just goes to show what one can do if one is inspired! I wanted to 
make a roof that looked like it used the old fashioned roofing 
shingles. I am very pleased with the result. Mostly made from old 
pallet wood! 
         P Phelps

https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
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WINTER TALKS 
We have been fortunate to enjoy a great variety of bee-related Zoom presentations this winter. 
Since Christmas we’ve enjoyed practical talks from Percy Phelps (information below) and Lucy 
Frost (you will have to wait until the  August issue for a summary of her excellent presentation 
on winter preparation of colonies). We also enjoyed a fascinating documentary film, “Melita”, 
about the effects of urbanisation on bees and beekeeping in Malta and we were able to talk to 
the young people who made the film.   More details about their project can be found here. 

Artificial Swarm without finding the queen: 
  
This is the method that I have used twice with success. I have one small tweak from the original 
text. You can locate the original paper by Brian P. Dennis on the Dave Cushman website, 
search for  “Artificial Swarm without finding the queen” 
  
May I suggest that you fully understand this process, and have it clear in your mind long before 
you come across Queen cells in your hive. Take the time to have drawings of what to do on 
paper to have with you ‘on the day’. That way you have the equipment you need to do the job 
and a reference on the day. Yes, there will be a lot of flying bees and, like you, I find that many 
bees can be distracting. 
  
When queen cells are found, move the parent hive. 
  

 
  

  

 
Select just one good open charged queen cell to place in the brood box with the rest of the 
frames swept clean of bees.         Continued 
over 

http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/swarming_brian_dennis.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/honey-streets-film?fbclid=IwAR2QXdBMN5gPFTHYNdxTeLB37-jlEqz1HWGxQpGBltZSXMYsF7krNmNJQUs
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Leave for 24 hours and most the workers (house) bees will move to the top brood box to look 
after the brood. The queen must remain in the bottom box, with some nurse bees, kept there by 
the queen excluder. I have two queen excluders as you will need extra top one later, plus if, like 
me, miss that the queen was on the excluder and put it the other way up, she only gets into the 
super. 
  

 
  

 
  
Leave the hive with the queen cells for at least a further 21 days, before inspecting, to allow the 
new queen to mate and start laying 
           Percy Phelps

https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
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CLIPPINGS 
Thank you to Penny Adams for telling us about this research: 
“Honeybees can solve maths tests without using numbers 
Honeybees can solve a type of maths test without any need for numbers - a discovery that could 
be used to develop smarter artificial intelligence - according to new research from the University 
of Sheffield.”

And to Anne Ballard for this lovely article about the bee colonies on the roof of the Parliament 
House in Canberra and trials of colonies of native bees.

And to Pippa Barker for this picture of a beautiful stained glass window 
depicting  the improbably-named Saint Gobnait whose feast day fell on 
11 February. Wikipedia tells us that: Gobnait was born in County Clare 
in the fifth or sixth Century, and is said to have been the sister of Saint 
Abban. She fled a family feud, taking refuge in Inisheer in the Aran 
Islands. Here an angel appeared and told her that this was "not the 
place of her resurrection" and that she should look for a place where 
she would find nine white deer grazing. She found the deer at the place 
now known as St. Gobnet's Wood. Saint Abban is said to have worked 
with her on the foundation of the convent and to have placed Saint 
Gobnait over it as abbess. 
Celtic lore held bees in high esteem, believing the soul left the body as 
a bee or a butterfly. Gobnait is said to have added beekeeping to her 
life's work, developing a lifelong affinity with them. She started a 
religious order and dedicated her days to helping the sick. It has been 
speculated that she used honey as a healing aid.[3] She is credited 
with saving the people at Ballyvourney from the plague.
Detail from a design (1914) by Harry Clarke (1889-1931) for a stained 
glass window in Honan Chapel, Cork, Ireland, depicting St Gobnait as 
patron saint of beekeepers.

And to the Editor’s brother, Paul Akroyd, for these photos of the impressive bee house in the field behind 
his new home in Zurich. Note the use of colour-coded landing boards.  

https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/news/honeybees-can-solve-maths-tests-without-using-numbers
https://citynews.com.au/2021/at-the-parliament-house-hives-the-bees-have-it/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abban
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inisheer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Gobnet%27s_Wood
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REPORTS FROM THE AGM
Chairman’s report - 2020 
 Well, who would have thought back this time last year we would have had such a stressful year? 
 The Committee made plans for winter training for new beekeepers, Apiary meeting dates and other 
social events and then Covid 19 came and disrupted all other plans. Anne-Chantal and the training 
team didn't stop sending emails for training updates and the enthusiasm for beekeeping was 
maintained by turning to Brad Davis and setting up Zoom sessions and videos. 
   The Apiary Custodians kept going, checking all the hives regularly and preparing for new Queens. 
They also checked for signs of swarming, mowed the grass and took honey off.  Supers were taken 
to Pippa to extract and then returned to the hives. Besides all that, they found time to make videos to 
keep you informed about what was happening at the Apiary. 
Many thanks to the training team for keeping us all inspired and also to the custodians for keeping 
the Apiary up together for the2021 season. 
Our Secretary, Mel Espin has also had a busy year corresponding with the Petersfield Community 
Centre first booking and then cancelling rooms for events. It was the same with the summer shows 
not sure whether we would be going or not. But at all times whether at the Apiary or the summer 
shows, it was the health and safety of our members that came first, thank you Mel and Elizabeth for 
keeping us up to date. 
Our thanks must go to David Hall who has kept our finances  up to date through the year, sadly now 
after taking over from Gregg Cummings, he feels it's time to hand over to someone else. Ian Nielson 
has kindly offered to shadow David until the AGM. 
Martin Smyth, our librarian must be thanked for bringing the books to the meetings. Do read Martin’s 
report. 
David Parkinson our Honey Show manager experIenced the same problem of uncertainty regarding 
the staging of the annual show, more details in David’s report. 
Many thanks for being patient over this very difficult year. Let’s hope 2021 is a much better 
beekeeping year.       Chairman,  Graham Rowden.

Treasurer’s report 2020-21 
Our financial situation continues to be strong despite the effects of Covid -19.  We transferred £4,000 
from our current account to our saving account which provides good contingency should be have a 
bad year. We ended 2020 with a profit of £ 1,632 and £5,635 in the bank. 
I am pleased to confirm that BBKA and BDI have frozen their fees for another year.  HBA however 
have decided to make a small charge of £2.00 for 2021, we have decided that the association will 
pay this fee and so your Registered membership will stay at £29.50 for another year. 
Our membership stood at 179 and the end of 2020 
Our finances are still strong and so I propose that our fees remain the same at £8.50 – the same as 
for the last 12 years. This will mean that the full membership will be £29.50, other classes of 
membership will remain as for 2020. 
This year we will be fully implementing the BBKA membership IT system and you will receive your 
renewal notice by email. The process has been extensively tested by your new Membership 
Secretary and is fairly straight forward. Members who do not have access to a PC can request a 
paper copy of the membership form.   
The Swarm List is now open on a first-come, first with the membership form basis!! 
2020 has been my last year as Treasurer and Membership secretary and I hand over to Ian Neilson. 
Ian has setup a separate email address for any enquires,  
treasurerpetersfieldbees@gmail.com  . I would like to thank you for your assistance throughout my 
term and wish you all the best for the future.    Dave Hall

https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
mailto:treasurerpetersfieldbees@gmail.com
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UNSUNG HEROES
This year the committee of Petersfield and District Beekeepers’ Association has voted for Brad 
Davis as one of our Unsung Heroes. 
Over the years he has supported the Association by attending shows throughout the summer and 
talking to the general public about bees. 
Brad has been a member of our association since 2009 and has acquired a wonderful command 
of bee husbandry.  He is an excellent beekeeper and producer of the highest quality honey as 
proved by regularly winning an array of cups at the Honey Show. 
As a custodian and apiary manager, he has led the practical training of beekeepers and having 
worked his way through the BBKA exams; the Basic, Modules 1,2,3,5,6,7,8 and Advanced 
theory, he has then unstintingly passed on his knowledge to others as a trainer of beekeepers at 
all levels. He is still learning and absorbing new knowledge to pass on to others. 
Finally, this year, he cheered up a regular following of members, desperate to hear about their 
favourite topic throughout the long months of lockdown by organising Zoom meetings. This took 
patience and perseverance as many of us were entirely unfamiliar with the joys of Zoom! 
Thank you, Brad.   

There are many members who, in their early days as beekeepers, were very grateful to Derek 
and Jenny Slee for advice and practical assistance.   This help remains one of their much-
valued contributions to PDBKA. 
Derek and Jenny, as active participants at our annual Honey Shows, encouraged fellow 
members to take part and share the rewards of successful beekeeping. 
Who among us could forget watching Derek’s skill in weaving skeps as Jenny and he supported 
the PDBKA display stall at rural shows throughout many summers, giving friendly and 
understandable information to the crowds of visitors? 
Now they have passed down their love of beekeeping to one of their grandchildren although their 
two little great-grandchildren still have this to look forward to!

https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
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Your Committee for 2021/2 

Chairman:                  Graham Rowden           01730 895368 
Honorary Secretary:           Melanie Espin       01730 823405  petersfieldbees@gmail.com 
Hon Treasurer/Membership Secretary:  Ian Neilson 01730 893423   Treasurerpetersfieldbees@gmail.com 
Committee Members:  Anne Chantal Ballard (Education), Elizabeth Eveleigh (Minutes sec), David Parkinson 
(Honey Show Mngr), Martin Smyth, Ali Hollinbery, Pippa Barker 
Apiary Custodians:   Rowan Roberts, Peter Reader, Chris Clark, Dean Gregory, Ali Hollinbery 
Librarian: Martin Smyth 
Newsletter Editor:  Helen de Peyrecave depeyrecave@gmail.com  01420 588675                                 

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP 
Mike Foard has been a long serving member of our Association and he will be well-remembered 
by those of us with long memberships as the person in charge of organising the loan of PDBKA 
equipment. This is the sort of job requiring patience, tolerance, perseverance and a willingness to 
devote more time than one would like to chasing returns. Mike not only did this but also made 
space available for storing all the apiary equipment and keeping it secure during many years. 
Mike also supported the summer shows and in particular the one at QE Park when he used to 
bring pot plants along for our display. 
Mike no longer has his own bees but helps his older brother look after a large apiary, so not so 
much retirement as change of location. 
Thank you from us all.

Membership List – or lack thereof. 
A question was asked at the AGM about whether a PDBKA membership list could be circulated, 
as has happened in the past. The last published list was in 2019, following which the committee 
took the decision that ensuring compliance with legislation protecting the personal data of 
individuals would make further publication impossible. At the time, the relevant legislation was the 
EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which has since passed into UK law as UK 
GDPR following Brexit. 
Should there be a change in regulation in the future this situation could be reconsidered, but, in 
the meantime, if you wish to contact another member, and cannot find their details by other 
means, please send Pippa an email at pippabarker@aol.com including your contact details and 
whom you would like to contact, and she will forward it to the member in question. 

Summary of Committee Meeting 11/2/21 
The Committee meeting this month had us making plans as to how to open the Apiary and 
progress the new beekeepers' training in our COVID riven world. The custodians have plans and 
risk assessments have been written. All we need now is permission to actually meet up. Hopefully 
we will see you this summer, but remember that we are here to talk, chat or answer questions

mailto:depeyrecave@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/PDBKA/?ref=br_rs
mailto:pippabarker@aol.com

